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Rating

Description
Tikiwiki 3.1 issue when replying to a forum posting, the following error occurs. This does not happen with Tikiwiki 3.0

Not Found

The requested URL
/forumId=1&comments_parentId=1&thread_sort_mode=commentDate_asc&post_reply=1&comments_threshold=0&comments_reply_threadId=2&comments_offset=0&thread_sort_mode=commentDate_asc&comments_per_page=20&comments_grandParentId=1&thread_style=commentStyle_plain
was not found on this server.

This is apparently a known issues that has not yet been fixed.

(http://irc.tikiwiki.org/irclogger_log/tikiwiki?date=2009-07-25,Sat&text=on)

Thank you.

Mike Petosa

Importance
8

Easy to solve?
8

Priority
64
Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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Comments

Magneto 15 Sep 09 00:41 GMT-0000

While experiencing the same issue I was able to track it somehow down to "function.query.php".

It seems to be the anchor "#form" in the "href" of "comment-footer.tpl" that causes the resulting link to lose its heading part.

As a workaround I deleted the lines (148-152) of "function.query.php" and removed the part

"if ( empty($params'_anchor') )"

from line 141 so that it now looks like

" } else {

.

This eliminated the special short handling of anchors. But I am not deep enough in Tiki matters to foresee if this will bring any undesirable side effects.

Gary Cunningham-Lee 18 Sep 09 16:11 GMT-0000

This has been fixed in branch 3 and will be in the 3.2 release, I believe.
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